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Contrasting Effects of Vocabulary Knowledge on Temporal
and Parietal Brain Structure across Lifespan
Fiona M. Richardson1,2, Michael S. C. Thomas1, Roberto Filippi1,
Helen Harth1, and Cathy J. Price2
Abstract
■ Using behavioral, structural, and functional imaging tech-
niques, we demonstrate contrasting effects of vocabulary
knowledge on temporal and parietal brain structure in 47
healthy volunteers who ranged in age from 7 to 73 years. In
the left posterior supramarginal gyrus, vocabulary knowledge
was positively correlated with gray matter density in teenagers
but not adults. This region was not activated during auditory
or visual sentence processing, and activation was unrelated to
vocabulary skills. Its gray matter density may reflect the use of
an explicit learning strategy that links new words to lexical
or conceptual equivalents, as used in formal education and sec-
ond language acquisition. By contrast, in left posterior tempo-
ral regions, gray matter as well as auditory and visual sentence
activation correlated with vocabulary knowledge through-
out lifespan. We propose that these effects reflect the acqui-
sition of vocabulary through context, when new words are
learnt within the context of semantically and syntactically relat-
ed words. ■
INTRODUCTION
Vocabulary knowledge gradually increases across lifespan
and is essential for both auditory and written sentence
comprehension. Previous studies have suggested that
gray matter density in the posterior supramarginal gyri
(pSMG) provides a marker for the number of words learnt
(Lee et al., 2007). However, the mechanisms underlying
this effect remain poorly understood. The aim of the pre-
sent study was to investigate the effect of vocabulary knowl-
edge on gray matter density in multiple brain regions
and to establish whether the observed effects were depen-
dent on age and therefore potentially indicative of differ-
ent vocabulary learning strategies. In the following, we
describe the background and the rationale for our study.
The association of the pSMG with language learning was
first reported by Mechelli et al. (2004), who identified
greater gray matter density in this region for bilinguals than
for monolinguals. Moreover, increases in gray matter den-
sity were found to be positively correlated with second
language proficiency. The significance of this effect was
investigated further by Lee et al. (2007), who found that
vocabulary knowledge in English-speaking monolingual
teenagers was positively correlated with gray matter in
the same pSMG region that was implicated in adult second
language learning. In addition, using diffusion tensor imag-
ing, Lee et al. identified direct anatomical connections
from the pSMG to both the anterior supramarginal gyrus
and the angular gyrus. These regions have been associated
with phonological and semantic decisions, respectively
(Gathercole, 2006; Golestani & Pallier, 2006; Devlin,
Matthews, & Rushworth, 2003; Gathercole, Hitch, Service,
& Martin, 1997; Price, More, Humphreys, & Wise, 1997;
Demonet et al., 1992). Thus, Lee et al. proposed that the
pSMG is an important site for linking phonological and
semantic information, which is central to vocabulary acqui-
sition in both first and second language.
Word knowledge is mainly acquired through exposure
to everyday language. In this instance, vocabulary is in-
creased by reading or hearing new words set within the
context of known words that have different but related
meanings from which the meaning of the new word can
be deduced. Here, vocabulary learning occurs via semantic
and syntactic associations and prior knowledge of mor-
phological structure (see Kilian, Nagy, Pearson, Anderson,
& García, 1995; Nagy, Herman, & Anderson, 1985). How-
ever, new words can also be learnt by forming an explicit
link between a new word and a lexical equivalent (e.g.,
“purchase” is another word for “buy”) or a definition
(e.g., An “ATOM” is the smallest particle that comprises a
chemical element; “GARGANTUAN” has a similar meaning
to “gigantic”; “EGREGIOUS” means very bad). This kind
of word learning may take place through instruction by a
parent or caregiver, in a formal educational setting, or be
self-motivated in a revision-based scenario, in which an
individual is specifically focused on learning a new termi-
nology. This type of expansion of vocabulary also increases
knowledge of morphological relationships between words
(e.g., “bake” and “baker”) that can be generalized when
new words are introduced.1University of London, 2University College London













Critically, the findings of Lee et al. (2007) were based on
monolingual adolescents aged between 12 and 15 years.
These individuals were in full-time education and were
therefore expected to be actively engaged in expand-
ing their vocabulary, learning new words as labels for
new concepts, and lexicalizing existing concepts. Of the
two learning strategies for acquiring vocabulary knowl-
edge, explicit learning mainly through instruction is more
likely to be exploited by children rather than by adults
who are no longer in formal education who most probably
continue to learn vocabulary mainly through context with
a minimal contribution from explicit instruction. There-
fore, as the influence of different learning strategies alters
across lifespan, we would expect the relationship be-
tween vocabulary and brain structure to be age dependent.
To investigate this hypothesis, we combined structural and
functional imaging using a cross-section of participants of
different ages. This study used a different sample of
participants and different vocabulary measures to those
reported by Lee et al. Replication of the vocabulary effects
using a different vocabulary test allows us to assess the
generalizability of the effect across different vocabulary
measures. Our expectation was that learning vocabulary
through context would be reflected by a positive correla-
tion between vocabulary knowledge and gray matter den-
sity that is (a) continuous across lifespan and (b) in brain
regions that are activated by semantic and syntactic asso-
ciations during reading and listening tasks. By contrast,
we expected that learning through an explicit strategy
would be reflected by a positive correlation between vo-
cabulary knowledge and gray matter density that was (a)
limited to those undergoing formal education and (b) in
regions that were not necessarily involved in reading or
listening to speech.
To address these hypotheses, we studied a group of
47 healthy participants between the ages of 7 to 73 years.
We assessed gray matter density using structural magnet-
ic resonance imaging (MRI), whereas activation for read-
ing and listening to language stimuli was assessed using
functional MRI in the same sample of participants. We
also tested whether the local differences in gray matter
we identified were susceptible to influence from age-
related differences in gray matter. For instance, numerous
studies have reported that the well-known decline in gray
matter postadolescence (Paus, 2005; Gogtay et al., 2004;
Giedd et al., 1999) is characterized by different trajectories
across frontal, temporal, and parietal brain regions (Wilke,
Krägeloh-Mann, & Holland, 2007; Lenroot & Giedd, 2006;
Allen, Bruss, Kice Brown, & Damasio, 2005, Gogtay et al.,
2004; Sowell et al., 2003; Giedd et al., 1999). Consequently,
a decline in gray matter with age may make it more difficult
to detect small increases in gray matter with vocabulary,
and this confound may be stronger in some regions than
others and change with age. We therefore investigated
whether differences in the trajectory of decline in gray
matter with age could account for any age-dependent differ-
ences in the effect of vocabulary knowledge.
To our knowledge, the combination of behavioral, struc-
tural, and functional differences has not been tested before
in the context of normal development, although previous
studies of abnormal development have suggested that
dyslexic individuals can have atypical activation and gray
matter in the same regions (Chételat et al., 2008; Hoeft
et al., 2007; Hyde, Lerch, Griffiths, Evans, & Peretz, 2007;
Brambati et al., 2004, 2006; Hyde, Zatorre, Griffiths, Lerch,
& Peretz, 2006; Silani et al., 2005). Evidence that vocabulary
acquisition affects the same regions in the structural and
the functional images would also suggest that increased
gray matter might be a consequence of increased neuronal
activation or vice versa.
METHODS
Participants
The participants were 48 right-handed volunteers (24
males), aged between 7 and 73 years, who had English
as their first language. Children and teenagers were re-
cruited through existing contacts in local schools in the
London area, and adults were recruited mainly through
advertisement in local further education institutions. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with
no reported hearing difficulties or disturbances in speech
comprehension, speech production, or reading. None of
the participants had a preference or a history of preference
for using their left hand or left foot, none had right-
lateralized language activation (see below), and none were
bilingual, multilingual, or had any special linguistic training.
One male child was excluded from the functional anal-
yses due to an incomplete coverage of temporal brain re-
gions. One teenager was excluded from the structural
analyses due to a poor quality image caused by motion
artifacts, leaving a total of 47 participants for each analysis.
Participant demographics can be seen in Table 1. This study
was approved by the joint ethical committee of the Institute
of Neurology and the National Hospital for Neurology and
Neurosurgery, London, UK. Informed consent (written
consent from a parent or guardian in the case of young chil-
dren under 16 years old) was obtained from all participants.
Behavioral Tests
All participants carried out two psychometric tests: (i)
the British Picture Vocabulary Scales II (BPVS-II; Dunn,
Dunn, Whetton, & Burley, 1997) and (ii) the Matrices
Table 1. Participant Demographics
Age Range N M SD
Children 7.4–11.7 9 (4 males) 9.5 1.2
Adolescents 12.4–17.5 17 (8 males) 14.7 1.8
Adults 21.3–72.6 22 (11 males) 45.3 7.0
Age range displayed in years and months.













task from the British Ability Scale II (BAS-II; Elliot, Smith,
& McCulloch, 1997). All participants between 7 and
11 years also carried out the Reading test from the BAS-II
to ensure that they had sufficient reading ability to carry
out the functional imaging paradigm. The Reading test
consists of 90 words divided into 9 blocks of 10 words.
Children start the test at an age-appropriate starting point
and read aloud a series of words presented on a card. The
words increase in complexity as the test progresses. The
test is continued until the child makes eight or more con-
secutive errors. An ability score that takes into account
the difficulty of the test items completed is then obtained
using a lookup table supplied with the test. Children with a
minimum reading age of 7 years were considered to be
at an appropriate level to carry out the reading task used
in the fMRI paradigm. All children who took part in this
study had a reading level in line with or in advance of their
chronological age (reading age range = 7:4 to 15:3).
The BPVS-II is a measure of an individualʼs receptive
vocabulary for Standard English (Dunn et al., 1997). In
this test, participants are asked to select (from four op-
tions) the picture that most accurately matches a word
(such as “ladder” or “collision”) read aloud by the tester.
The test consists of 14 sets of words of increasing levels
of difficulty, each containing 12 items. Each set has an ap-
proximate age-range indicator, which is used to select the
appropriate starting point of the test. The test is conducted
until the participant makes eight or more incorrect re-
sponses within a set. The raw score from this test takes into
account the level of difficulty of the test items administered
and the number of incorrect responses over the duration
of the test.
The Matrices task from the BAS-II was used as a measure
of general cognitive ability. In this test, participants are
shown an incomplete matrix of black and white abstract
figures, with each matrix consisting of either four or nine
cells. Participants are required to select the most appropri-
ate pattern to complete the matrix from six potential tiles
by pointing to or reading the number of the tile that best
completes the matrix. Participants first complete four prac-
tice items and then begin the test at an age-appropriate
level, which is indicated on the test (previous items are
administered should they fail on the first three test items).
The test is discontinued if the participant makes five fail-
ures out of six consecutive items. An ability score, which
takes into account the number and the level of difficulty of
the test items completed, is then obtained from a look-up
table supplied with the test.
Functional Imaging
Experimental Paradigm
The experimental paradigm included a sentence proces-
sing task that was carried out in (i) auditory and (ii) visual
modalities, where participants listened passively to audi-
tory sentence stimuli, and silently read visual sentences.
They also listened to or read scrambled sentences (strings
of words that did not constitute a meaningful sentence)—
tapping comprehension at the individual word level. The
baseline task in the auditory modality consisted of listen-
ing to the same speech recordings after they had been ren-
dered meaningless by digital reversal. In the visual modality,
the baseline task consisted of viewing the same words pre-
sented in an unrecognizable (false) font. A passive listening/
reading paradigm has the advantage of avoiding task-
induced strategies over and above the speech comprehen-
sion processes in which we were interested. Although
there was no in-scanner behavior to assess on-line speech
comprehension, we were able to correlate activation with
vocabulary knowledge measured outside the scanner. In
addition, it should be noted that as the power in our anal-
ysis came from intersubject variation in auditory or written
language processing, it was unnecessary to equate in-
scanner performance across participants. Instead, we en-
sured that each participant was attending to the words
and processing the sentences by conducting an unexpected
memory task at the end of each scanning session. The re-
sulting memory scores were then included as covariates in
our second level statistical analyses of vocabulary ability
(see below for more details).
Sentence Stimuli
Sentence stimuli consisted of 80 sentences with six to eight
words per sentence. Familiar words were selected to be suit-
able for children as young as 7 years and had a Flesch–
Kincaid grade level readability score of 1.3. Sentences
were constructed using high frequency (>20 per million)
monosyllabic and bisyllabic nouns, verbs, and adjectives.
Sentence sets were split into two groups (A and B) of equiv-
alent composition for the purpose of presenting one set
in an auditory format and the other set in a visual format.
Sentences were matched at the lexical level in terms of
mean frequency, imageability, and age of acquisition and
at the sentence level in terms of mean word length and syl-
lable length. These same sentence types were presented
across both visual and auditory modalities to ensure consis-
tency across tasks. No sentence was repeated across modal-
ity. The presentation of subsets A and B in either an auditory
or a visual format was counterbalanced across participants.
Scrambled sentences were constructed from the same set
of words as meaningful sentences, consisting of initially
grammatical sentences (e.g., “The cow chased the fat
horse”), which were then assigned a pseudorandom word
order that did not form a meaningful sentence (e.g.,
“Chased the the horse cow fat”). This condition is therefore
fully matched to the sentences at the lexical level. Examples
of sentence stimuli can be seen in the Appendix.
Procedure
Condition order was blocked, but each stimulus was an-
alyzed as a separate event. Within each of four different
scanning sessions (runs), there were two blocks of auditory













sentences, two blocks of visual sentences, one block of
scrambled auditory sentences, one block of scrambled vi-
sual sentences, three blocks of auditory baseline, and three
blocks of visual baseline. Within each block, there were
37 words/baseline stimuli, grouped into five sequences/
sentences with 0.5 sec between sequences/sentences, dur-
ing which a fixation cross was presented in the center of
the screen. Within each sequence/sentence, stimuli were
presented at a rate of one per 0.4 sec resulting in a maximum
duration of 3.2 sec for an eight-stimulus sequence/sentence.
The auditory and the visual word presentation rates were
equated by recording the auditory stimuli from a female
reading aloud the visual stimuli presented using the same
script that was to be used in the scanner. Each word was pre-
sented in a Helvetica font size 20. Sentence change was indi-
cated by an auditory beep, whereas in the visual condition,
the first word of each sentence started with a capital letter.
Each task, consisting of an activation and a baseline pair,
was preceded by an appropriate visually displayed instruc-
tion (Helvetica, size 80): “listen” (auditory sentence process-
ing task) or “read” (visual sentence processing task). This
instruction was displayed for 2.2 sec and was followed by
an auditory pure tone, which sounded for 0.3 sec. Each
activation and baseline condition had a total duration of
18 sec. The presentation of activation and baseline condi-
tions was separated by a brief auditory pure tone, which
sounded for 0.3 sec, followed by a 0.2-sec fixation cross.
At the end of each activation and baseline task, there was
a 1.5-sec pause before the onset of the next task. This re-
sulted in a total duration of 40.5 sec for an activation
(meaningful or scrambled sentences) and baseline pair.
Each session commenced with a visual cue to “Get
ready…” followed by a count down, during which dummy
scans were acquired.
Memory Test
All participants carried out a pen-and-paper memory test
following scanning to test their memory for sentences
presented during the scanning session. Participants were
not informed of this test before scanning. The main pur-
pose of this test was to ensure that participants had been
attending to the stimuli while in the scanner. These scores
were also used to control for any potential effects that
memory for sentences might have upon sentence process-
ing in subsequent analyses conducted in SPM. This test
consisted of 24 sentences, 12 familiar sentences seen dur-
ing scanning, and 12 new sentences previously unseen
during scanning. There were six familiar sentences for each
of the two presentation modalities (auditory and visual).
New sentences consisted of six sentences constructed from
previously unseen words and six sentences constructed
from novel words. All participants scored above chance
on this test (test score, M = 70%, SD = 11%). These scores
were adjusted to account for incorrect as well as correct re-
sponses before being entered into our analyses. The total
of false positive responses was subtracted from the number
of correct responses for familiar sentences from each pre-
sentation modality. This resulted in two scores—one for
auditory memory for sentences and one for visual memory
for sentences.
fMRI Data Acquisition
A Siemens 1.5-T Sonata scanner was used to acquire a total
of 768 T2*-weighted echo-planar images with BOLD con-
trast (192 scans per 4 sessions). Each echo-planar image
comprised 30 axial slices of 2-mm thickness with 1-mm
interslice interval and 3 × 3-mm in-plane resolution. Vol-
umes were acquired with an effective repetition time of
2.7 sec/volume, and the first six (dummy) volumes of each
run were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects.
Functional Image Analysis
Preprocessing was conducted using statistical parametric
mapping (SPM 2, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimag-
ing, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) running
under Matlab 6.5.1 (Mathworks Inc., Sherbon, MA). All vol-
umes (excluding dummy scans) from each participant were
realigned using the first as a reference image and unwarped
( Jesper et al., 2001), adjusting for residual motion-related
signal changes. The functional images were then spatially
normalized (Friston, Ashburner, et al., 1995) to a standard
MNI-305 template using nonlinear basis functions. Func-
tional data were spatially smoothed with a 6-mm FWHM
isotropic Gaussian kernel to compensate for residual vari-
ability after spatial normalization and to permit application
of Gaussian random-field theory for corrected statistical
inference (Friston, Holmes, et al., 1995).
Statistical Analysis of Functional Data
At the first level, data for each participant were analyzed
with high-pass filtering using a set of discrete cosine basis
functions with a cutoff period of 128 sec. Each sentence
was modeled as a separate event within each condition
and convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response
function. This resulted in six different conditions at the first
level, which were as follows:
(A) auditory sentences;
(B) auditory words (scrambled sentences);
(C) auditory baseline (reversed words);
(D) visual sentences;
(E) visual words (scrambled sentences); and
(F) visual baseline (false font).
The following four contrasts were generated for each
participant:
(1) auditory sentences: [sentences]− [baseline] (= A−C);
(2) visual sentences: [sentences]− [baseline] (= D− F);
(3) auditory words: [scrambled sentences] − [baseline]
(= B − C); and













(4) visual words: [scrambled sentences] − [baseline]
(= E − F).
In addition, to ensure that language processing was pre-
dominantly left lateralized, we generated two contrasts
(one for each modality) combining activation for sentences
and words at the first level for each participant. These
contrasts were viewed for each participant and showed
predominantly left-hemisphere activation for language
processing in both modalities. None of the subjects had
right-lateralized language.
Two statistical analyses were conducted at the second
level using SPM 5. The aim of these analyses was to identify
regions where functional activation is predicted by vocabu-
lary score. Both analyses used the same model but differed
in terms of the participant groups entered into the analysis:
Functional Analysis 1: the effect of vocabulary on func-
tional activation across lifespan in all 47 participants; and
Functional Analysis 2: the effect of vocabulary on func-
tional activation in teenagers only (17 participants,
8 males and 9 females, mean age = 14.7 years, range =
12.4–17.5 years).
The model used was a second-level ANOVA, which includ-
ed Contrasts 1 to 4 (listed above) and the following six co-
variates: (i) vocabulary score (BPVS-II raw score), (ii)
nonverbal problem solving ability (BAS-II: matrices ability
score), (iii) auditory memory for sentences, (iv) visual
memory for sentences, (v) linear effects of age, and (vi)
nonlinear effects of age. The inclusion of covariates
allowed us to identify the effect of vocabulary upon the
processing of auditory and visual sentences and words
while factoring out any potential variance due to the other
factors. Significant effects were corrected for multiple
comparisons at p < .05, across the whole brain or in the
left and right pSMG ROIs with a 10-mm radius centered
on the peak coordinates in the left pSMG [x = −44, y =
−54, z = 46] and right pSMG [x = 52, y =−52, z = 44], as
reported by Lee et al. (2007).
Structural Imaging
Structural Image Acquisition
Focal gray matter density was estimated based on T1-
weighted anatomical whole-brain images acquired using
a Siemens Sonata 1.5-T MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Sys-
tems, Erlangen, Germany). A T1-weighted modified driven
equilibrium Fourier transform sequence (Deichmann,
Schwarzbauer, & Turner, 2004) was used to acquire 176
sagittal partitions with an image matrix of 256 × 224, yield-
ing a final resolution of 1 mm3 (repetition time/echo time/
inversion time = 12.24/3.56/530 msec).
Structural Image Analysis
Scans were analyzed using SPM 5 (Wellcome Department
of Imaging Neuroscience, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). Preprocessing was performed using a generative
model that combines bias correction, image registration,
and tissue classification, using default gray and white
matter tissue probability maps (as described in Ashburner
& Friston, 2005). The resulting images were then smoothed
using an isotropic kernel of 8 mm at FWHM. For consistency
with previous VBM studies of language skill (Lee et al., 2007;
Mechelli et al., 2004), we did not modulate the images
with a correction for local gray matter but we did correct
for global gray matter signal using proportional scaling in
SPM. The information at each voxel was therefore an indi-
cation of the relative concentration of regional gray matter,
typically referred to as gray matter density (for further
details, see Mechelli, Price, Friston, & Ashburner, 2005).
Statistical Analyses of Structural Data
A total of four statistical analyses were conducted on the
structural data. The first two analyses were carried out in
SPM 5 and differed only in terms of the participants entered
into each analysis:
Structural Analysis 1: the effect of vocabulary on regional
gray matter across lifespan in all 47 participants; and
Structural Analysis 2: the effect of vocabulary on regional
gray matter in teenagers only (16 participants, 8 males
and 8 females, mean age = 14.6 years, range = 12.4–
17.5 years).
These multiple regression analyses included the same cog-
nitive regressors as the functional imaging analysis, that is,
(i) vocabulary knowledge (BPVS-II), (ii) nonverbal problem
solving ability (BAS-II: matrices), (iii) scores for auditory
memory for sentences, and (iv) scores for visual memory
for sentences. To model age effects, we used proportional
scaling that adjusts the signal at each voxel so that the over-
all global gray matter signal is the same for all images. This
also has the effect of correcting for the known decrease in
global gray matter signal that occurs with increasing age.
Statistical Threshold for Structural Analyses 1 and 2
In these analyses, we examined the effects of vocabulary
score that were significant ( p < .05) after family-wise cor-
rection for multiple comparisons either across the whole
brain or in our ROIs; the left and the right pSMG were cen-
tered on the peak coordinates from Lee et al. (2007) at
[x = −44, y = −54, z = 46] in the left and at [x = 52,
y = −52, z = 44] in the right with a 10-mm radius. In
addition, any region showing an effect of vocabulary that
survived correction for multiple comparisons across the
whole brain in either the structural or the functional analyses
was used as an ROI in the other analyses. Specifically, as
described in the Results section (for Functional Analysis 1),
the functional lifespan analysis revealed an effect of vo-
cabulary that was significant after whole-brain correction.
We created a mask of this functional effect that included













only voxels where the positive correlation between vocabu-
lary and activation was significant at p < .01 uncorrected.
This functional mask was then used as an ROI in the struc-
tural analysis with a small volume correction for multiple
comparisons at p < .05.
Two further analyses were conducted to examine the
effect of age in regions where there was a significant posi-
tive correlation of gray matter density and vocabulary
score [i.e., the pSMG, the left posterior STS (pSTS), and
the left posterior temporo-parietal cortex (pT-P)]. As these
analyses required the use of multivariate statistics to make
comparisons across multiple brain regions, they were con-
ducted in the statistical package SPSS:
Structural Analysis 3: region by age group interactions
on the relationship between vocabulary and gray matter.
ANCOVAs were used to investigate the effect of region on
the interaction between vocabulary score, gray matter
density, and age group. Region was modeled as a within-
participants factor, group (teenagers vs. adults) as a
between-participants factor, and vocabulary score as the
covariate. Children were not included in this analysis
due to small participant numbers.
Structural Analysis 4: The effect of region on the relation-
ship between age and gray matter density. This analysis
was carried out to determine whether the positive corre-
lation between vocabulary and pSMG gray matter density
was less sensitive in adults than in teenagers due to more
age-related intersubject variability in gray matter signal
during the teenage years. If so, then the effect of age-
related gray matter decline should be greater in pSMG
(where no adult correlation was found) than in pSTS or
pT-P (where an adult correlation was observed). To test
this hypothesis, regression analyses were carried out
to examine the main effect of age using raw gray matter
density values (without the voxel by voxel correction for
global gray matter that is implemented when pro-
portional scaling is used) extracted from the peak
coordinates of our identified ROIs. ANCOVAs were then
used to compare the trajectories of these different brain
regions with region modeled as a within-participants
factor and age as the covariate.
RESULTS
Functional Analyses
Functional Analysis 1: Lifespan Analysis in
All 47 Participants
The whole-brain functional analysis across all participants
identified a significant positive correlation between vocabu-
lary score and sentence activation in the left pSTS that ex-
tended into the left pT-P. Peak coordinates and Z scores
(shown in Table 2A) indicate that, in both regions, this effect
was stronger for sentences (S) than for words (W) in scram-
bled sentences. These results are displayed in Figure 1. No
significant effect of vocabulary score was identified in the
left pSMG even when the threshold was lowered.
Activation for reading and listening was then examined to
determine the functions of the identified regions. In both
regions, we found main effects of sentences versus the
words in scrambled sentences (Z = 5.2 in pSTS and Z =
5.7 in pT-P) and visual versus the auditory conditions (Z =
3.4 in pSTS and Z = 3.8 in pT-P). There was no interaction
of sentences with visual versus auditory modality in either
region. The results suggest that these areas, which show
a positive correlation between functional activation and
vocabulary score, are involved in sentence comprehension.
Functional Analysis 2: Teenagers Only
When the analysis was restricted to the teenage group, a
similar pattern of results was observed, see Table 2B.
Structural Analyses
Structural Analysis 1: The Effect of Vocabulary on
Regional Gray Matter Density across Lifespan
Using the results of the functional analysis as a region-of-
interest, we found a corresponding positive correlation
Table 2. Functional Results for Left pT-P and Left pSTS Collapsed across Visual and Auditory Conditions
Anatomical Location x y z n Voxels
Z Scores
S and W S W S–W
(A) Functional Lifespan Analysis
Left STS −44 −36 2 231 4.3 4.1 3.9 2.8
Left posterior temporo-parietal −62 −58 14 4.3 4.8 2.3 4.1
(B) Teenagers Only Functional Analysis
Left STS −46 −36 4 105 2.5 3.6 3.3 3.3
Left posterior temporo-parietal −60 −60 16 96 3.2 2.9 2.8 2.8
S = sentences, W = words.













between vocabulary score and gray matter density in
both pSTS and pT-P (peaks at x = −48, y = −36, z = 6,
Z = 4.0 and x = −50, y = −60, z = 16, Z = 3.2, respec-
tively). Figure 1 illustrates the clear consistency between
the effect of vocabulary on the functional data (signifi-
cant after a whole-brain correction) and on the structural
data (significant after a small volume correction limited
to voxels that were significant in the functional data; for
procedure, see Methods). However, contrary to expecta-
tion, we did not find an effect of vocabulary in the pSMG
ROIs identified by Lee et al. (2007).
Structural Analysis 2: The Effect of Vocabulary Score
on Regional Gray Matter in Teenagers Only
This analysis was restricted to our teenage sample to pro-
vide a more direct comparison to the study reported by Lee
et al. (2007), who identified this effect in participants of this
age range. The results confirmed the previously reported
findings that gray matter density in teenagers was indeed
significantly correlated with vocabulary score in both the
left and the right pSMG (left: x = −40, y = −54, z = 52,
Z = 3.6; right: x= 48, y =−54, z = 48, Z= 3.4). This result
can be seen in Figure 2.
Structural Analysis 3: Region and Age Group
Interactions on the Effect of Vocabulary
The results of Structural Analyses 1 and 2 indicate that the
effect of vocabulary on gray matter differs across age. In the
left temporal regions, the positive correlation with vocab-
ulary score is continuous across all participants, whereas in
the left pSMG, this relationship was observed only in the
teenage years. The different trajectories of these three re-
gions across age group are illustrated as scatter plots in Fig-
ure 3. Two ANCOVAs were carried out to compare the
left pSMG with each temporal region (left pSTS and left
pT-P). Both analyses confirmed a significant three-way
Region × Group × Vocabulary Score interaction: (i) left
pSMG versus left pSTS, F(1,32) = 11.4, p = .002, η2 = .26,
and (ii) left pSMG versus left pT-P, F(1,32) = 16.0, p < .001,
η
2 = .334. Post hoc tests examining the Vocabulary × Group
effect in each region explained these interactions by show-




Figure 2. Structural analysis
results for the teenage
group. Highlighted regions
show an increase in gray matter
density as a function of
vocabulary score. When the
statistical threshold was lowered
to p < .001 uncorrected, a
positive correlation with
vocabulary was also observed,
the left ventral precentral gyrus
and the left angular gyrus. Both
regions can be seen in this figure in addition to the left pSMG. The graph shows the effect of each of the four regressors on gray matter
in the left pSMG labeled as follows on the x-axis: vocabulary (voc), matrices (mat), auditory memory for sentences (A mem), and visual





Figure 1. Lifespan analyses
results showing the left
pSTS and the left pT-P for
functional and structural
analyses, respectively. Graphs
plot the effect of each of the
following regressors upon
brain activation (functional)
and gray matter (structural):
vocabulary (voc), matrices
(mat), auditory memory for
sentences (A mem), and visual
memory for sentences ( V mem)
on each region. The y-axis
shows effect sizes as the
percentage increase relative
to the global mean. The
red bars are the 90%
confidence intervals.













than in adults in the left pSMG, F(1,32) = 19.1, p < .001,
η
2 = .37, but not in the left pT-P, F(1,32) = 2.875, p =
.100, η2 = .082, or in the left pSTS, F(1,32) = 0.6, p = .46,
η
2 = .02.
In sum, the relationship between vocabulary score and
gray matter density was present for teenagers but not for
adults in left pSMG. By contrast, the relationships observed
in left pSTS and pT-P were present for both teenagers and
adults. The ability to detect relationships in the latter two
regions in adults suggests that the failure to find the rela-
tionship for left pSMG did not result from a lack of vocab-
ulary variance in the adult sample.
Structural Analysis 4: The Effect of Region on the
Relationship between Age and Gray Matter Density
Finally, we considered whether the absence of the pSMG
correlation in the adult group (as shown in Figure 3) might
be explained by differences in the main effect of age on the
pSMG versus the temporal regions. Figure 4 shows the
main effect of age in the left pSMG, pSTS, and pT-P. These
data indicate that there is a much shallower trajectory of
decline in the left pSTS (β=−.051) in comparison to both
the left pSMG (β = −.801) and the left pT-P region (β =
−.708). The difference between the slopes of the left pSMG
and the left pSTS was significant, F(1,45) = 30.460,p< .001,
η
2 = .404, consistent with previous reports that the rate
of gray matter decline with age is steeper in parietal than
in temporal regions. There was no significant difference
between the slopes of the pSMG and the pT-P regions, F
(1,45) = 2.062, p= .158, η2 = .304. This is interesting given
that our previous analysis (Structural Analysis 3) identified
an effect of vocabulary that was dependent upon age group
in the left pSMG relative to the left pT-P. This current result
indicates that the disappearance of the adult correlation
between vocabulary score and gray matter in the pSMG
rela ive to the left pT-P cannot be explained by a lack of
sensitivity to gray matter increases when there is a steep
gray matter decline with age.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the brain regions where
local gray matter varies with vocabulary knowledge. We
Figure 3. Scatter plots
according to age group
showing the relationship
between vocabulary score and
gray matter density. Trajectories
are plotted only where a
statistically reliable relationship
was observed. (A) Left pSMG
[x = −40, y = −54, z = 52],
where there is prominent trend
for teenagers over and above
all other age groups; (B) the
left pSTS [x = −48, y = −36,
z = 6], where the trajectory for
adults appears steeper than
those of children and teenagers,
this positive correlation was
marginally significant for
children ( p = .07). It should
be noted that the trajectory
for adults remains statistically
reliable after the omission of
two outliers; (C) the left pT-P
[x = −50, y = −60, z = 16],
where there is a consistent
trend for both teenagers
and adults.
Figure 4. Scatter plot comparing change in gray matter density over
age in the left pSTS, left pT-P, and left pSMG.













hypothesized that these effects would be age dependent
on the basis that strategies for acquiring vocabulary differ
across lifespan. Vocabulary knowledge is generally acquired
within the context of everyday experience of language
through conversation and reading, although new words
can also be learnt by forming an explicit link between
a new word and an equivalent or a definition, a mode
of learning taking place predominantly by instruction. Our
specific predictions were that brain regions involved in
learning vocabulary within the context of everyday lan-
guage would show a positive correlation between vo-
cabulary score and gray matter density, which would be
continuous across lifespan, and that these regions would
also be activated by reading and listening tasks. By con-
trast, we anticipated that for brain regions engaged in
learning vocabulary by lexical or conceptual equivalents,
the relationship between local brain structure and vocabu-
lary knowledge would be discontinuous across lifespan and
potentially restricted to age groups of participants engaged
in formal education. Furthermore, these regions were not
necessarily expected to be activated during reading and
listening tasks for participants at any age. To test these
hypotheses, we explored how the effect of vocabulary on
gray matter interacted with age, and whether and how
the affected regions were activated during auditory and
written sentence processing.
The results of our structural and functional imaging
analyses identified three different regions where vocabu-
lary knowledge correlated with gray matter density. The
first was the pSMG, consistent with the findings of Lee
et al. (2007) and replicated with a different vocabulary
measure and different participants. The second region
was located deep in the left pSTS, and the third was in
the left pT-P. The pSTS and the pT-P regions were not
reported by Lee et al. (2007) and were only identified
in the current study when we used ROIs, where vocabu-
lary correlated with functional activation during written
and auditory sentence processing.
Having identified the brain regions associated with vo-
cabulary knowledge, we established regional differences
in the effect due to age. In the pSMG, the relationship
between vocabulary and gray matter was limited to the
teenage years. By contrast, the positive correlations in
both temporal regions were consistent across lifespan.
This provides preliminary evidence that the effect of
vocabulary in the pSMG may reflect learning through ex-
plicit instruction of lexical equivalents that occurs during
formal education, whereas the effect of vocabulary in the
left temporal regions may reflect the continuous acquisi-
tion of vocabulary that occurs from learning in context.
The analysis of the functional activation data offered fur-
ther evidence for this hypothesis because the temporal re-
gions (pSTS and pT-P) were maximally activated by
sentence processing, but in the pSMG, there was no activa-
tion for either sentences or the words in scrambled sen-
tences, irrespective of whether they were presented in
the auditory or visual modality.
Our functional imaging results are consistent with pre-
vious studies of language comprehension carried out in
both children and adults (Lindenberg & Scheef, 2007;
Humphries, Binder, Medler, & Liebenthal, 2006; Spitsyna,
Warren, Scott, Turkheimer, & Wise, 2006; Constable et al.,
2004; Turkeltaub et al., 2003; Booth et al., 2002). Specifi-
cally, previous studies have shown that the left pT-P area
is linked to syntactic and semantic processing (Mechelli,
Josephs, Lambon Ralph, McClelland, & Price, 2007; Thierry,
Giraud, & Price, 2003; Vandenberghe, Nobre, & Price, 2002),
and the pSTS interfaces between semantic associations
and speech production (see Binder et al., 1997, 2000,
2003; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004, 2007; Okada & Hickok,
2006; see also Humphries, Binder, Medler, & Liebenthal,
2007; Humphries et al., 2006; Scott, Leff, & Wise, 2003;
Price et al., 1997; Vandenberghe, Price, Wise, Josephs, &
Frankowiak, 1996). Thus, the increased functional activa-
tion and gray matter density in the temporal regions for
those with high vocabulary may reflect a larger number
of associations between semantic processing and speech
output (pSTS) and semantic processing and syntactic pro-
cessing (pT-P). The stronger effect of vocabulary knowl-
edge at the sentence level in these temporal areas may
also indicate that our vocabulary measure is partially in-
dexing additional sentence-level comprehension processes
that are highly correlated with vocabulary score. Although
it is difficult to separate the relative contribution of such
highly correlated variables, future analyses using multiple
behavioral measures may be able to determine the relative
influence of a range of linguistic abilities on activation in-
tensity and local brain structure. In addition, functional
imaging studies that manipulate the contextual learning
of new words (such as Mestres-Missé, Càmara, Rodriguez-
Fornells, Rotte, & Münte, 2008) will also help to derive the
role of temporal areas in integrating new lexical items into
an existing language system.
The contrasting effects in the temporal and pSMG re-
gions suggest that the respective correlations of vocabulary
and gray matter density are influenced by different mecha-
nisms. In the left pSMG, gray matter was only correlated with
vocabulary in the teenage years, and this area was not acti-
vated during auditory or written sentence or word process-
ing. However, this region has been found to be active
during word learning tasks in which participants were
taught the meaning of new words (Cornelissen et al.,
2004). This finding and the positive correlation between vo-
cabulary and gray matter density in the pSMG is therefore
consistent with a vocabulary learning strategy that occurs
predominantly in formal education; that is, the explicit in-
struction of lexical or conceptual equivalents for new words.
After the teenage years, the relationship between vocabu-
lary and gray matter density may be lost because vocabulary
continues to increase by contextual learning, without using
the pSMG. Nevertheless, greater gray matter in the pSMG in
bilingual adults identified by Mechelli et al. (2004) indicates
that increases in gray matter in this region can occur outside
adolescence. Therefore, differences in gray matter in the













pSMG in this instance may reflect the acquisition and the
maintenance of two languages in the case of bilingualism
or second language acquisition. Alternatively, increased
pSMG gray matter in monolingual teenagers and bilingual
adults may represent an active learning mechanism that
facilitates language learning in a context of increased task
demands—for instance, learning more complex and ab-
stract vocabulary in secondary education or maintaining vo-
cabulary knowledge across multiple languages.
Our conclusion that different vocabulary learning strate-
gies are supported by left temporal and parietal neural
systems rests on the exclusion of several potentially con-
founding factors. Specifically, the effect of vocabulary in
the left pSMG might be greater in teenage years because
of increased sensitivity in the correlation by virtue of (a)
the wide range of vocabulary abilities in this age range
and/or (b) the reduced error variance because the effect
of age, or other unrelated factors, is smaller in the teen-
agers than the adult sample. In other words, even if we
had been able to match the range of vocabulary in the teen-
age and adult groups, there would be an age-range con-
found because the age range is smaller in the teenage
group (12–17 years) than in the adult group (21–73 years).
The importance of matching age range is illustrated by the
well-known effect of age on gray matter, which is character-
ized in terms of a preadolescent increase followed by a
postadolescent decrease (Paus, 2005; Gogtay et al., 2004;
Giedd et al., 1999). The rate of gray matter loss with age
differs from region to region (as illustrated using our
own data in Figure 4). The relevant point here is that, in
the lifespan analysis, it will be more difficult to detect a
small vocabulary-related increase in gray matter in the con-
text of a steeper age-related decline in gray matter.
Fortunately, we were able to discount the influence of
both vocabulary range and age range on the validity of
our conclusions because we observed significantly different
patterns of effect in three different brain regions. For in-
stance, if the greater effect of vocabulary in teenage years
was due to greater sensitivity from either a wider vocabulary
range relative to adults or a narrower range of age-related
gray matter decline relative to adults, then positive correla-
tions with vocabulary should be stronger during the teen-
age years for all three regions. Instead, the increased
effect of vocabulary in teenage years was only observed in
pSMG, not in pSTS and pT-P. In addition, we were able to
show that the trajectory of gray matter decline in the pSMG
and pT-P was similar, although only pSMG demonstrated a
differential relationship with vocabulary with age.
Finally, there are two remaining questions to consider.
Firstly, why was no correlation between vocabulary score
and gray matter density detected for young children? And
secondly, why does pSMG gray matter correlate with sec-
ond language proficiency in young adults (20–30 years)?
In consideration of the first question, the sample of young
children within our study was rather small (n = 9). Al-
though these participants made a valuable contribution
to our lifespan analysis, this sample size may not be suffi-
cient as a group to detect an effect. However, a marginal
trend was observed for pSTS, suggesting that there was
some sensitivity to detect differences in this age group.
This would require an additional explanation of why no
similar trend was observed for pSMG given that these chil-
dren were in formal education. Were this interaction to
prove reliable in a larger sample, one could speculate that
although vocabulary acquisition in the early years undoubt-
edly involves definitional learning, it may take play within
the bounds of the gray matter already available to support
this function in younger children. Regarding the role of
bilingualism, learning a second language requires an indi-
vidual to acquire words and link these with the vocabulary
of their first language and with semantic knowledge. This
process requires that links be made between lexical equiva-
lents (Kroll & Potter, 1984), a process that will increase the
demands on pSMG gray matter.
In conclusion, our study has identified contrasting ef-
fects of vocabulary knowledge on brain structure. We pro-
pose that the continuous positive correlation across
lifespan observed in the left pSTS and the left pT-P reflects
vocabulary learning within the context of everyday lan-
guage experience with semantically and syntactically re-
lated words and sentences. Vocabulary knowledge is
increased in this way through continued experience of lan-
guage across lifespan, whereas the left pSMG is engaged in
learning to link a new word with specific lexical equivalents,
a mode of learning more typically exploited within formal
education. In addition, the convergence of functional and
structural correlations in the left temporal regions suggests
that increased gray matter might be a consequence of
increased neuronal activation or vice versa. Longitudinal
studies are now required to ascertain how vocabulary learn-
ing changes over time within the same individuals at differ-
ent points in the lifespan. This may indicate whether the
effect of vocabulary correlates with learning rate and activa-
tion or to a genetic disposition to high gray matter in re-
gions that enable vocabulary learning, that is, an inherited
ability to acquire more knowledge.
APPENDIX
Sentence stimuli used during functional scanning con-
sisted of the following grammatical constructions: actives,
passives, subject-cleft, object-cleft, locatives, and datives.
Examples of these sentences are shown below:
Sentence Stimuli
Sentence Type Examples
Actives The old dog bites the fox
The vase smashes the heavy clock
The slim lady drinks the water
The child chooses the yellow sweet
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